
The Fastback® 8x is a great choice for the small office/home office (SOHO), or any 
business that wants a variety of binding styles on a budget. It is also a good choice 
for companies that do not have a central copy shop, and want each department to 
handle its own binding requirements. It is the most compact and affordable binding 
machine that Powis makes. In spite of its size, the Fastback 8x is a powerful binder 
that can produce finished documents faster than traditional punch-and-bind 
systems. With a binding range from 10 to 250 sheets, it is the perfect system for any 
office that needs a versatile binding machine for short-run and occasional jobs.

The Fastback® 8x can work in concert with 
the Foilfast® printer, creating a powerful 
combination of features and capabilities 
at a reasonable price. Its desktop footprint 
(13”x19.5”) is small enough to fit the most 
cramped conditions. It works with the 
Powis Parker Lx-Strip™ binding strips, and 
the Halfback™ covers, as well as most other 
Powis covers, including the Bindercovers™, 
which are perfect for creating the ultimate in 
professional-looking reports. Whether you 
need tape binding or hard cover binding, the 
Fastback 8x can do it all.

Highlights

•	 Affordable	yet	powerful

•	 Small	footprint

•	 Binds	10	to	250	sheets	in	40	seconds

Fastback® 8x



Specifications
Machine	Dimensions:	19.5”W	x	11”H	x	13”D	
(49.5cmW	x	28cmH	x	33cmD)	

Maximum	weight:	17	lbs	(7.7	kg)	

Strip	Lengths:	8.5”,	11”,	A4,	A5	

Spine	Thickness:	Narrow,	medium	

Page	Sizes:	8.5”	to	12”	(21.6	cm	to	30.5	cm)	

Paper	Weight:	20	lb	standard	(75	gsm)	to	32	
lb	(120	gsm)	

Edit	Capability:	Yes	(<2	edit	cycles,	standard	
Lx	strips	only)	

Binding	Time:	35-45	seconds	

Warm-up	Time:	None	

Power	Requirements:		
	 USA:	115VAC,	60	Hz,	8.4	amps;		
	 EU:	230VAC,	50	Hz,	4.2	amps;		
	 Japan:	100	VAC,	50	Hz,	9.5	amps	

Regulatory	Approvals:	UL,	CE,	cUL,	MITI,	FCC	
Class	B	

Related	Products
Lx-Strip	

Bindercover

Clear	Cover

Comp	Covers

Comp	Strip	LX

Composition	Hardcover

Halfback	Cover

Suede	Hardcover

The Fastback 8x features one-touch binding. 
Simply put the strip and the book block in 
the binding machine and press the green 
button. The user-friendly interface makes 
choosing the correct strip settings fast and 
easy.

The Lx-Strip strips produce bindings that 
match the Super Strip in strength and 
durability. Lx-Strips are available in a variety 
of colors. Also available are Lx-Comp Strips 
for use with the Comp Cover material.
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